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My excellent friend Dan Johnson (RIP) was a 

witty guy. In 1982 he said to me (you don’t 

forget a line like this), “I always want to hear 

about your vacations but I never want to go 

with you.”  

This recap of my – 3827 MILES IN 9 DAYS 

ROAD TRIP- to the Canadian Rockies is for 

you, Dan.  

Still miss you.  

 

 

 

 

It started like this: Our friend David was regaling us over dinner about a crazy-fast car trip he and some 

friends did years ago. Two guys helped a third move a canoe or kayak or something like that from Iowa 

to British Columbia in less a week, round trip. Along the way they stopped for about 20 minutes at Lake 

Louise and it was so beautiful Dave promised himself he would someday return.  Len said yeah, it’s 

gorgeous; he’d been there when he went to the University of Calgary umpteen year ago. Dave then 

logically (?) suggested that the four of us should visit Lake Louise this spring. We all said yeah, sure, that 

would be cool!  

Sometimes you just say yes and see where it takes you. (Marriage proposals come to mind, but let’s not 

go there.)  

Since Dave is a minister he then had to look at his schedule and fuss with it to find 10 days all in a row 

that he could be gone.  Mary had to work with her co-workers and employer to make sure projects were 

covered while she was gone.  I had to ask Jennifer and Jayne if they would feed our cat.  Our 

responsibilities are not insurmountable. 

We reserved an AirBnB cabin in the Banff area. Len and I already owned the new hybrid car with the 

great gas mileage. We had everything we needed - as long as we could each pack everything we’d need 

for 10 days in one duffel or backpack. We attached a car-top Rocket box for a few extras.  

We drove away from Waukesha after a Sunday morning service and made it to Norske Nook in Osseo in 

time for mid-afternoon pie. (What is the point of being from Wisconsin if one doesn’t eat Norkse Nook 

pie whenever possible?) We stayed that night at Mary and Dave’s cabin Up North – where there was a 

full moon rising on their lake.  
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Next day we zipped off to Fargo, ND, stopping along the way to check out the stunning, huge, Brutalist 

architecture chapel at St. John’s Abbey just outside St. Cloud, MN.  Dave had taken a class at St. John’s 

and knew the chapel was there.  The stained glass honeycomb windows slashed across the back of the 

sanctuary was amazing. 

 

In Moorhead/Fargo we went to the Hjemkomst Center, which is a museum celebrating Norwegian 

contributions to the Midwest.  The Hopperstad Stave (stave means wood) Church is darkly ominous on 

the outside (Vikings were not famous for a light touch), but the inside surprised me with beautiful topaz 

light pouring through high windows onto wood walls, floor, and ceiling. It smelled overwhelmingly of the 

woodsy perfume of freshly-cut trees.  

I remember a seminary class where we talked about the theology of sensation – that how a worship 

sanctuary feels on the inside will, whether we want it to or not, become part of our intuition of what 

churches are for (meaning most North American churches these days are good for meetings). That stave 

church evoked mystery and nature and light.   
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Also, this church was built from the ground up by a retired Dakotan man, Guy Paulson, who got the 

architectural and wood-carving plans of a historic stave church in Norway.  Len and I noted that there 

are many ways to spend retirement, and blessedly, neither of us have an urge to hand-build a full-sized 

church.  

We ate dinner in Fargo and then got back in the car for a dessert of mile-eating; ending up about an 

hour past Minot, ND.  So that day was 600 miles.  

You probably noticed that in our first day away from Dave’s job as a minister, we went to two churches.  

Next day we drove to Medicine Hat, Alberta. The highlight of that day was the endless tawny plains and 

prairies which I personally love with all my heart. Plus a triple-decker Dairy Queen ice cream cone. I 

don’t know how I ended up with the biggest cone they make (translating from English to English?), but 
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believe me, I ate it. That 500-mile day was also punctuated with Tim-Bits (doughnut holes) purchased at 

a Tim Horton’s in Moose Jaw. In case you didn’t realize half our trip would be in Canada. 

We arrived in Calgary mid-day on Wednesday. What a multicultural, fast-walking, outside coffee 

drinking city! I don’t want to be disloyal, but it impressed me about 16 times more than Milwaukee, 

which generally looks like everybody already went home.  

Calgary is the home to (duh) the University of Calgary, which Len has been describing to me since we 

dated; he did his last two years of college there. The “draft”, as you may remember, encouraged many 

young men of our generation to consider Canada. Actually, by the time he enrolled Len knew his draft 

lottery number was high but since he had already made the plans he decided 1500 miles from home 

sounded great. The first year he hitch-hiked out there. The second year he drove an 8-year old Mustang 

that broke down often enough to keep him from falling asleep on the plains.  

Anyways; 42 years later Len and I walked to the door to the Gauntlet – the college newspaper. He still 

knew how to snake around inside the giant campus building to find it.  Len had worked on the Gauntlet 

as writer and editor all those years ago. He walked in as two surprised students looked across the office 

at this guy ambling around as if he knew the place. 

I smiled and told the kids this strange old man had worked on the paper in the middle 1970’s. They both 

stood up and immediately asked what years he had been around – and within another minute they were 

hauling out an archived box from 1975. Len pulled out a January Gauntlet - the cover was his little sister 

in a crookedly-buttoned winter coat and her  hat on sideways, as if her college brother had been home 

over Christmas and took her out for a walk. Which he had. I knew that photo! 

 

It was the shortest, best college reunion ever.  What Len did 40 years ago still exists - such an 

inexpressibly weird and fine moment.  
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And then, Dearly Beloveds, it was time to drive up into the Canadian Rockies. The range’s altitude is 

9000 to almost 12,000 feet. As you drive west out of Calgary the mountains stick up in the distance 

above up the plains and foothills like the scales on a dinosaur’s back. If you like mountains, your heart 

will leap at their majesty, power and beauty. If you are a mountain chicken (over here) you will remind 

yourself of how much you have admired other mountains in your life, and you will truthfully say how 

awesomely gorgeous they are - and soon you will be driving up the Trans-Canada Highway into some of 

the most amazing vistas on earth, which you will see OVER the terrifying foot drop offs to your right or 

left.   

 

I white-knuckled some of our mountain driving, especially late one afternoon in a section where there 

were astonishingly beautiful high passes, construction, AND barreling semi-trucks. I wish I wasn’t a 

nervous Nellie; if mountains were part of my everyday life I would deal harder at getting past this. Living 

in Michigan, Indiana, Chicago, and Wisconsin has not required a lot of vertical courage.  

We drove into Banff the first afternoon. Banff was super-crowded already (early April) with throngs of 

well-dressed athletic people. If you don’t love big, expensive crowds, don’t stay there too long. We 

bought groceries and skedaddled onwards and upwards. Another hour west and we were finally to our 

cabin along Kicking Horse River.  
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We drove to Lake Louise the next morning.  

This is what we expected to see; the famous blue-green-turquoise water. Sunlight bounces off the 

copper in the water, giving it that amazing hue. 

 

This is what we saw… 
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Yeah, there was some shock and then a LOT of laughter as we realized we had driven like antsy-pants 

fiends to get to this revered place straight from the hallowed memories of Dave and Len – which was 

currently a frozen lake.  The caption of this photo should be, “People from Wisconsin drive north to see 

ice and snow.” Like that. 

 

 

Except, no regrets.  If you Google-image Lake Louise you will find a zillion photos of that gorgeous place. 

But I was there. The sun was shining. The air was fighting to be warm but the coolness of the mountains 

under us was winning. The weather was coming up from around our ankles and it was brisk and bright 

and exhilarating.  We walked on the slushy, semi-frozen path that circles the lake, joining the 

international milieu of earnest folks who had spent a lot of time, money, and energy to get to that place 

that day.  
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There were people in appropriate winter gear; there were people tiptoeing over snow banks in sandals. 

So many humans, so many languages, so much laughter and chattering. There were college girls sliding 

down a snow bank like blond otters. There were grandmas and grandpas holding toddler hands while 

the middle generation took off for a fast walk. The ageless mountains stood sentinel over us and this 

lake and even the ice glinted turquoise.    

No regrets. None at all.  

And BTW, if Banff and surrounding mountains were THAT busy in April, not sure I ever want to be there 

“in season”… 

We saw other sites. The Athabasca ice field/glacier.  Emerald Lake

(Joke! Ram Parts!) 

 

(The glacier was cold!) 
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We hiked to Wapta Falls which is a rushing, noisy 100-foot waterfall on the turquoise Kicking Horse 

River.  The ranger said it was only about 3 miles in and out. What she didn’t completely explain that it 

was also about 5 or 6 stories up and down, plus there was a 2-mile hike between the parking area and 

the “start” of the hike.  Mary asked quietly, towards the end of that very long hike, “Is anyone else 

weary?”  Maybe you had to be there, but there was a minor explosion of laughing right then.  
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(A burl of Burl Ives proportions.) 

 

 

(Probably a Spruce Grouse. Just sitting in a tree along the trail; not intimidated by 4 hikers taking 100 

photos of his fluffy handsomeness.)  

 Also, if you are going on a long hike in a wilderness area where there are few to no restrooms; it is a 

good idea to have an easy-to-see cell phone cover so that you can find your phone when you realize it 

fell out of your back pocket back there.  
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We left our resort Saturday morning. I drove from Banff back down out of the mountains, into the 

foothills, onto the plains.  We set ourselves going straight south through Alberta, the ridge of the 

Rockies was 50-miles to our left (west) and even though our part of sky was clear, we could see dark 

clouds over the distant mountains. The west has a sky we don’t. You can see the weather so far away; it 

stretched my heart to be in a place like that. 
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Yes, there really is a place called Head Smashed-in Buffalo Jump and it’s in southern Alberta and is a 

World Heritage Site. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZHB4jhmXSFg   

 

 

 

 

It would have been smart of us to 

write down the name of the 

Blackfoot leader/wise man (or 

woman) who said this – but we 

didn’t. Sorry. It is part of the 

museum’s displays, and we all 

loved, “There is enough here - if you 

don’t get lazy.”) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZHB4jhmXSFg
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(The marmot sunning itself on a museum wall didn’t get the “Don’t get lazy” message.)  

There is more than 5000 years of history recorded there in bones and tools used by the people who 

have lived there since almost forever. “The Niitsitapi, also known as the Blackfoot or Blackfeet Indians, 

reside in the Great Plains of Montana and the Canadian provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan. Only 

one of the Niitsitapi tribes are called Blackfoot or Siksika. The name is said to have come from the color 

of the peoples' moccasins, made of leather.” 

How do you get enough calories to survive an upper Great Plains winter? Around you are massive herds 

of bison, but your best weapon is a bow and arrow and you have no horses (not until the Spanish arrive 

in the 1500’s). You need the calories in those bison and you can come up with products to use the rest 

of them. But how do you stop a thick-skulled mighty bison with an arrow?  

You don’t.  You trick them into jumping off a cliff. At the bottom, you harvest them.  

We watched their museum movie and we ambled through the displays. We went outside and looked at 

the cliffs over which the people drove the bison.   

I am glad we didn’t miss that place. And I’m glad we didn’t miss their tasty and filling buffalo stew and 

bannock bread!  

The next two days we drove. We saw sights; coming around a foothill into the miles of valley that is the 

west gate of Theodore Roosevelt National Park. Spectacular.  
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Veering into small towns for coffee, gas, and surprising old houses rife with stories we will never know.  
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Driving for hours through the ugly, despoiling, productive Bakken oil fields of western North Dakota – of 

which we did not seem to take a single photo. 

A surprising taste of home-made lemon pie in a tiny diner in a tiny town. There were only two pieces of 

pie left and Len and I ate both of them. Mary and Dave had strawberry ice cream.  The place was simple, 

clean, and friendly. Sometimes you know you have been in a place of extraordinary welcome and that 

diner was it that evening.  
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We drove 12 hours on Sunday and 15 hours on Monday. (Dave and Mary hoped they could attend the 

funeral of a friend Tuesday afternoon.) That is a lot of hours but somehow it didn’t feel that way. We 

talked and then we were quiet. We took turns driving, we napped, and we stopped for good lunches and 

better dinners.  I think we are all amazed and impressed that we didn’t harm our friendship; it became 

stronger with more shared visions, conversations, surprises, bursts of laughing. 

 

Loved the un-corralled horses just moseying along in a quiet 2-lane stretch of highway in northern 

Montana.  

 

This is Sleeping Chief Mountain (Waterton 

National Park, Alberta) which you can see from 

both Alberta and Montana. It DOES look as if a 

mighty Indian person has fallen asleep on his 

back, on those windswept plains.  
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We were driving through St. Paul at rush hour. David asked if anyone wanted to see the chapel at the 

seminary he attended. No one said much of anything; it was hot, late, and we knew we wanted to get 

home that night if we could. So David veered off the crowded expressway and took us there (actually, I 

don’t remember who was driving). The building was nearly empty because the school itself is moving 

and also because the spring semester was over. But the doors were unlocked so we trailed David in and 

around (like following Len at UC) and then, we came down a hall, pushed past some doors, and suddenly 

we were in a light-infused room. Those orangey-tawny sails? They are paper thin sheaths of shaved 

wood, suspended like banners. Natural light shines through them and it is stunning. 
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There you have it.  

 4 (old) friends   

 
 1 (little) car 

 3 (beautiful) churches 

 Innumerable mountains 

 6 (VERY BROAD) states and provinces 

 1/2 a continent  

 3827 miles. 

 

Thanks for feeding and petting her Jennifer, Pam, and Jayne. 

 

 
 

All photos by Len and me except: The Banff Hotel pix was taken by Dave and the elk photo was taken by 

Mary.  


